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SOME EFFECTS OF COMPOSITION ON EFFICIENCIES FOR PRODUCTION OF 0, 
AND FEO FROM SILICATE MELTS BY EJXCTROLYSIS, R. 0. Colson and L. A. 
Haskin, Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences & McDonnell Center for the Space 
Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130. 

Several e eriments have been conducted aimed at determinin the efficiencies for ?' & production o 0, and Fe metal by electrolysis of silicate melts. E cien of 0, production 
(defined as the moles of 0, produced/[moles of electrons passed throuz the melt/4]) is 
calculated from the amount of O,.produced and the measured total current flow. The 
amount of 0, produced is d e t e m e d  from the difference in sample weight before and 
after the expenment. Efficiency of Fe metal production was determined by a combination 
of theoretical treatment and experiment. Fxperiments were designed to determine the 
difference between "background current flow (related to reductions other than Fe) and 
total current flow. These values were determined by measuring current flow as a function 
of potential for both a silicate melt containing Fe and a silicate melt in which a molar- 
equivalent amount of electro-inactive MgO has been substituted for FeO. Because the 
duration of these Fe-efficiency experiments is short and the species being reduced are not 
significantly depleted, these estimates correspond to the case in which the melt being 
electrolyzed is continuously "refreshed" and well stirred (except that oxidation products 
from the anode are not reduced at the cathode). 

Efficiencies of production will be influenced by the presence of reduceable or oxidizable 
species other than the species of interest. For example, 0, production is expected to be 
made less efficient by the concurrent oxidations of ~ e , +  =+ ~ e ~ +  and F ~ O +  Fe2+ (we have 
found a significant amount of FeO to be soluble in the silicate melt, similar to solubilities of 
NiO, Coo, and ZnO found by [I].) FeO production is expected to be made less efficient by 
reductions such as Fe3+ + Fe2+, Si4 + =+ SiO, C?+ =+ C?+, and Ti4 + + Ti3+; however, Cr and Ti 
are not present in the experiments of this study. We expect the efficiencies of 0, or Fe 
production to decrease as the relative amounts of competing species increase and as 
electrode potentials approach the reduction potentials of the competing reactions. 
Therefore, it is useful to look at efficiencies as a function of 1) electrode potential, 2) 
oxygen fugacity and 3), melt composition (in specific, Fe concentration). 
0, efficiency: 0, efficiencies as a function of electrode potential are shown in Fig. 1. The 
low point in the oxygen efficiency curve is near the reduction potential for Fe3+ which, as 
expected, is the region of minimum efficiency. (Based on Fe3+ reduction potentials, we 
estimate about 35-65% of the Fe2+ is oxidized at these potentials.) At low potentials, a 
small amount of Fe2+ is oxidized to Fe3+ (we estimate 510%) and at higher potentials the 
amount of Fe2+ that is oxidized is small compared to the amount of oxygen because oxygen 
is much more abundant in the melt than Fe. 

0, efficiency as a function of fO at constant potential and constant total Fe 
concentration is shown in Fig. 2. d e  efficiency is lower at lower fO,  consistent with the 
higher concentration of Fe2 at the lower fO,  and, therefore, a larger fraction of current is 
related to the oxidation of Fe2+. For this change in oxygen fugacity, the fraction of current 
attributable to Fe2+ = Fe3+ increases by 65%, while calculations based on the report of [2] 
indicate an increase of 55% in Fe2+ concentration. If we assume that all the current is 
related to oxidation of either oxygen ions or Fe2+, we can choose the equation %Fe2+/%0, 
= X(Fe2+)/X(@) to represent relative amounts of the current attributable to each 
oxidation, where %Fe2+ is the percent of the current attributed to the oxidation of Fe2+, 
%O is the % oxygen production efficiency, X(Fe2+) is the relative concentration of Fe2+, 
and k (0%)  is the effective concentration of oxidizable oxygen (which we assume is constant 
for the series of compositions between diopsidic and hedenburgitic melts used in this 
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study). The equation can be modified (assuming %Fe2+ + 0d2 = 100%) to yield 
0d2/(100Y& ) = x(@)/x(Fe2+). This relationship predicts that as Fe2+ concentrations 
increase, 0, edciency will decrease. This is the relationship observed and shown in Fig. 3. 
Fe efficiency: Fig. 4 plots cathodic current as a function of electrode potential for several 
compositions. The '%ackground current is for a composition in which MgO has been 
substituted for FeO. This current is related primarily to the reduction of Si4+. If we 
assume that no current is lost to electronic conduction [3], then the figure gives a rough 
estimate of the relative amounts of the total current that can be attributed to the Fe2+ and 
Si4+ reductions at various potentials and Fe concentrations. However, for these 
compositions and potentials, most if not all of the reduced Fe is dissolved in the melt or Pt 
electrodes and does not exist as (readily extracted) pure metallic Fe. Threshold potentials 
for the precipitation of pure metallic Fe can be calculated from the data presented in 141. 
Threshold potentials so calculated are plotted as a function of Fe concentration if Fig. 5. 
Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 indicates that in the range of potentials we have studied, pure 
metallic Fe can only be precipitated at concentrations of Fe > 35 mole% FeO and at those 
concentrations the amount of Fe reduced will be very large compared to the amount of Si4+ 
reduced. These results indicate that high efficiencies of 0, and Fe production can be 
achieved by electrolysis, but not in bulk melt of the same composition. High efficiencies of 
0, production are favored by low Fe concentrations while high FeO production efficiencies 
are favored by high Fe concentrations. 
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